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“Camp is the best! 

We play so many 

sports!!” 

-Boys Group Week 9 

 

Coach Mike’s Camp Corner: It Ain’t Over Yet 

You have a late start, so why not Jump Start?! For those kids who go back to school late, Jump Start Gym Summer Camp will 
continue through August 29th.   

We have had a blast all summer long, so let’s keep it rolling! This month we will build battle bots with Bits, Bytes & Bots, learn 
how to earn a white belt with Life Martial Arts, & use our imaginations to create an improv story with Whole World Theatre. 

Each day of the week we have had a theme in which both coaches and campers get to participate.  

Mondays - Favorite sports team & DANCE PARTY 
Come dressed in your favorite sports team apparel, also bring a costume for the DANCE PARTY at the end of camp, we will 
change into them at 1:15, then rock out.  
 
Tuesdays - Neon or Tie Dye Day 
Wear your best and brightest NEON/Tie Dye, shirts, socks, head bands, etc…. 
 
Wednesdays - Pajama Day 
Come wearing your pajamas for a day that will be anything but a snooze! 
 
Thursdays - Beach Bash 
Wear your hula skirts, lays, board shorts, sunglasses, & beach towel etc. 
 
Fridays - Camp T-Shirt & Whacky Hair Day 
Spice up the day with your camp t-shirt and some crazy hair styles 
 

We have had a blast meeting new campers and seeing returning campers begging to come back. Check out the Jump Start 
Gym Facebook page for pictures and videos of smiling faces each day. Thanks to our coaches for bringing the creativity that 
makes each week a week to remember! 

Exciting Updates for the Upcoming School Year Session 
Registration is open for our School Year Session and classes are filling fast!  We’ve spent our summer brainstorming 
and coming up with ideas for new and exciting classes, progressions, obstacles, and stations to keep your kids excit-
ed about learning, staying active, and enjoying sports.  We’ve also been working to update our policies so that we 
can provide our families with the best possible customer service.  Read on to see what we’ve cooked up for this 
school year: 

New Classes & New Age Groups 

We have added three new preschool classes to our schedule: Kipping Koalas, Mighty Lemurs, and Super Tigers, and 
are launching a new preschool program called, On The Run Morning Fun. Check out Coach Kasey’s Preschool Place 
for descriptions of these new additions. We have also rearranged the groupings for our school aged classes. We are 
now offering K/1st, 1st-3rd , 2nd - 4th, 3rd - 5th, and 6th grade & up classes. This way parents can decide whether their 
child thrives best as a big fish in a little pond, or a little fish in a big pond, and choose their class accordingly.   

Our Policies 

We understand that kids are sometimes absent from class due to illness, vacations, or even just a large workload. In 
order to accommodate makeups, we ask that you notify the front desk of your child’s absence prior to their class.  
When we know in advance that kids will be out, we are better able to schedule makeups in otherwise full classes. 
While we do not guarantee makeups, we will try our best to schedule make ups when families adhere to this policy.  
While this is not a new Jump Start Policy, we want to make sure parents are aware of the correct procedure to fol-
low should the need arise to schedule a makeup. 

We are working to make convenience one of the many benefits of taking classes at Jump Start.  Putting a credit or 
debit card on file ensures your tuition payment will always be on time, and gives you one less thing to remember to 
do at the beginning of each month.  Beginning this year, we will be offering a $5 discount for all families enrolled in 
autopay.  We also offer a $5 discount every time tuition is paid on time. 

We’ve got lots in store for you and your family at Jump Start this fall.  We hope you all had a great summer and 
can’t wait to see you back at the gym in a few short weeks! 
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Preschool Place with Coach Kasey 

We are very excited to unveil our newest preschool gymnastics & mighty mites programs! Below are descriptions for each new class: 

Kipping Koalas (Co-ed,  Ages 5-6,  55 minutes) 

This class helps to ease the transition from our Flipping Frogs class to our K/1st class. We take advantage of a 7:1 student to teacher ratio to keep 

our groups small and comfortable. This small setting starts right from the warm-up, where kids learn a choreographed warm-up dance similar to 

the one that our recreational gymnasts performed at our Leap into Summer Showcase. We utilize equipment in both the preschool and 

recreational sides of the gym to build the children’s gymnastics skills and confidence. 

On the Run, Morning Fun (Co-ed,  Ages 3-5: MUST BE POTTY TRAINED) 

Parents, need a few hours to catch up on errands or to take some time for yourself? Enroll your kids in our newest preschool program. Children will 

engage in a 2.5 hour class that includes gymnastics, sports, arts & crafts, snack, story time, and educational activities. Our curriculum is designed by 

one of our own coaches with a Master’s Degree in Curriculum and Instruction, and includes large monthly themes such as under the sea, fire safety, 

weather, and much more. Weekly themes will cover letters, numbers, shapes, and colors. 

Preschool Gymnastics/Mighty Mites Combo Classes 

If your children just can’t get enough of the gym, why not sign them up for two classes in one?! Our Mighty Lemurs (3-4 years & potty trained) and 

Super Tigers (4-5 years) classes are 1.5 hours, and focus on gymnastics and various sports. The class consists of a warm up, two gymnastics events, a 

snack provided by Jump Start, two sports activities, and finishes with some trampoline fun.  

Coach Todd’s Baby Talk 
As summer comes to a close, some students in our Monkey, Caterpillar, and Crab classes will be ready to graduate for Fall classes 

beginning on August 23.  These have the largest age and mobility, and the fastest transition of all of our classes.   

If you have a Monkey and your child is consistently crawling forward, for example can crawl across a room without stopping, they 

are ready to be promoted to our Crawling Caterpillars class.  The Caterpillars class has the same familiar feel as the Monkeys, but 

the class is extended to 45 minutes and we start doing the floor obstacle.  We work on crawling up, over, around, through, and 

under in different stations.  This helps in household and playground safety like climbing up and down stairs, on and off beds, 

couches, and other furniture.  As well as out of their cribs, sorry about that one ;)   

If you have a Caterpillar and they are taking 5-10 steps by themselves, they are ready to be promoted to our Climbing Crabs class.  

This class is like the Caterpillars, and we also go to the bars and beam obstacle.  Working on balance, holding, pulling, swinging, 

etc…   

If your little one will be 18 months in September and starting to run, they are ready for our Jumping Jaguar class.  We work on 

following the obstacle in order, learning gymnastics terms, staying on the event during each rotation, and working on safe techniques.  In addition, 

the warm up is more structured and new, yet we keep some of the familiar aspects such as the Clap, Clap song, parachute, and wheels on the 

bus.  Keep in mind our general coaching philosophy is that developmentally we expect kids to be successful at one activity per event per year they 

are old.  For example, if your child is 18 months they should be able to successfully completely 1 to 2 stations per event on their own.  The reason 

we have many stations in each obstacle is to ensure success.  

Summer Safety 

Hey guys, Coach Todd here! Wanted to tell you a short story about our family camping adventure. Courtney and I, and our kids, Anya, Kylie, 

and Cadyn went camping a few weekends ago. It was a beautiful weekend. One day was a little overcast, and as we got ready to get in the 

lake, we sun screened the kids and I had to take a call. Long story short, I forgot to put sunscreen on and I got BURNT! Most of you can proba-

bly relate to that at some point in your life. I started thinking about our little ones and the importance of keeping them covered and applying 

sunscreen. I found a great article from the Skin Cancer Foundation, http://www.skincancer.org/prevention/sun-protection/children/sun-

safety-tips-for-infants-babies-and-toddlers.   learned that, “Just one blistering sunburn in childhood more than doubles a person's chances of 

developing melanoma later in life. According to one US study, 54 percent of children become sunburned or tanned in their second summer, 

versus 22 percent in their first…. Children should not be getting sunburned at any age.” There are great tips in this article for newborns to pre-

schoolers.  
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The Recreation Station with Coach Stephanie 
Although we are sad to see the summer come to a close, we are so excited about a new year at Jump Start.  We have big plans for the 2014-15 

school year! While we will continue with many of the things we have done in the past, we also have a few new things on the horizon.  Keep a 

look out for…. 

WARM UP DANCE  

For those of you who were here last year, you may remember those exciting first minutes of class.  We don’t do the traditional stretch you may 

have seen or heard about at other gyms. We add a little creativity, and spice up our stretching with a choreographed dance routine! We will 

start the year off with a variety of fun warm up songs; however, after a few weeks we will start learning a completely new warm up dance with 

brand new music and moves! We will teach a little bit each week and by November we will be ready to perform it at our Fall Showcase. 

**Mark your calendar now for our Fall Show Case, on Saturday and Sunday, November 22nd and 23rd.   

PROGRESSIONS 

You may wonder what exactly we teach during our gymnastics classes. Furthermore, you may wonder what our logic and reasoning is behind 

our teaching. There is in fact, a very safe and logical manner in which we introduce and teach all of our skills and drills. Our preschool and 

school age departments have been working together to map out this logic.  Coming very soon, we will be rolling out Jump Start ’s Rainbow 

Skill Tree.  These skills will be a road map for our coaches, students, and families to follow so everyone will know our curriculum, goals, and 

paths we take while learning and progressing in gymnastics in a safe and FUN way. Stay tuned for more on this topic next month. 

90 Minute classes  

We have had many children and coaches express their desire for longer classes. These classes are perfect for those who are progressing 

through gymnastics and have hit a point where they might need a little more time in the gym to continue a productive and successful path.  

These classes offer longer rotations so more time can be spent on developing or mastering skills, as well as time for more flexibility and 

conditioning.  As you progress, your body needs to be strong in order to safely do more advanced skills. Please take a look at our schedule and 

see if these classes might be for you!   

We are so excited to have all of our returning families back and we are also thrilled to welcome new comers to the Jump Start  Family. Here’s 

to a great 2014-15 year! 

Tumble Time 

The school year is about to start back up, and summer is coming to an end. If your athlete has not mastered that pesky tumbling skill they 

have worked towards, do not panic! Jump Start Gym has one more tumbling clinic of the summer. Saturday, August 9th, we are hosting our 

Tumble Back to School Clinic. Back handsprings, back-tucks, round-off back handsprings, and layouts will be the main skill levels of focus at 

this clinic. Athletes will get to use the floor, air mat, and Tumbl Trak complete with various drills with extensive, hands on spotting. You can 

go onto the parent portal to see the prices and sign-up.  

With summer coming to an end, the fall schedule is starting back up. You can currently log into the parent portal and see all  of the times and 

days we are offering tumbling classes. Enrollments are limited, so sign-up now to guarantee your tumbler’s place this fall.  

 
Tumbling Tip 

Plyometrics, the concept of jumping, punching, and bouncing, is an essential technique that athletes must apply to 

master power tumbling. Strengthening your ankles, calves, and quads with conditioning and exercise is the foundation 

for assuring that your tumbler is properly utilizing plyometrics and learning how to bounce like Tigger. To get more 

personal tips for your young tumbler feel free to email our tumbling coordinator, tumbling@jumpstartgym.com. 

mailto:tumbling@jumpstartgym.com
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TEAM CORNER 
See what’s going on this month with our Jump Start Competitive Teams! 

Routine of the Month: 
Catalina Ponor/Romania/ 
2004 Olympics Beam Routine 
When thinking about what world-class gymnast 
to spotlight for our routine of the month, I really 
wanted to find a Beam Routine that exemplified 
what “owning the Beam” really meant. Too often 
we will see elite-level athletes crumble under 
the pressure of flipping over a 4-inch beam, 4 
feet off the floor – ridiculous right? However, 
one gymnast from the 2004 Olympic Games in 
Athens demolishes any fear the Beam may 
present – Romania’s renowned Catalina Ponor.  

From the very moment this gymnast makes 
contact with the Beam, her demeanor conveys 
that there is not an ounce of apprehension. From 
the famous quick-footed style of Romanian 
Beam workers to her dynamic skills, this gymnast 
performs on the Beam as if she were on the 
Floor! It is truly amazing to watch her perform 
such high difficulty with such incredible poise. I 
don’t think in all of my YouTube watching have I 
seen a gymnast so confident.  

Perhaps my favorite part of the routine is from 
0:09-0:15, where Ponor connects four elements 
consecutively with no hesitation or balance 
checks. In case you were wondering, she did win 
the Gold Medal on this event! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=bqUQ4oMmAcg 

Gym Talk 
Switch ½ - This leap is much like a switch leap but with a half twist - The gymnast will leave the floor off their less dominant leg, kicking the 
dominant leg into the air. While reaching the apex of their leap, the dominant leg will swing the body sideward and eventually again forward 
to a complete split; meaning the body turned 180 degrees opposite of the direction leaving the ground.  

Team Updates 
Hot Shots:  Our Hot Shots continue to work hard at building the proper foundation that 
they will need to shine in the sport of gymnastics. This includes following a conditioning 
regimen, spending time on the basics and fundamentals, and getting a taste of all four 
events. There is, of course, time for these little ones to have some fun and try out new 
skills! 

Xcel Bronze:  This group just loves learning new things. Whether it is learning how to 
jump correctly onto a springboard,  trying out new conditioning,  or perfecting their 
basics, they are always excited about being at practice.  As these girls get more 
comfortable in the gym, we are beginning to catch more and more  glimpses of their 
individual personalities. 

Xcel Silver: With the summer now in full swing of our training regimen, these girls have 
begun to take ownership and responsibility for their conditioning and training.  With a 
plethora of different conditioning and drilling implemented thus far this summer, it has 
been interesting to see through trial and error what is successful for their various 
learning curves. As the summer continues, our coaches will be ramping up the rep’s on 
conditioning while still maintaining the quality of their exercises to ensure muscle tone 
and stamina.  

Level 4/5: As the summer drifts into the pre-season training months, this group will be 
pushed the hardest when it comes to their skill development, strength, and flexibility. 
With a chance to possibly score out of their respective levels in Fall Competition, we are 
excited to begin learning routines in the next few weeks to prepare for the early Fall 
Season. With much work to do leading up to the winter months, these young ladies are 
focusing on increasing numbers and clean gymnastics.  

Level 6/7:  Our top groups in the Team Program have been a pleasure and a joy to 
witness get stronger and finally understand the complex kinesiology of gymnastics. With 
many of them learning how to flip and twist around a completely different axis, it’s been 
great to see the different responses each has to various techniques. Leading into the Fall, 
the girls will continue to work on those skills that compliment their style and perfect 
them for the upcoming 2015 season. Keep up the hard work ladies! 

AAU: AAU Prep Op has now switched over to AAU excel. These skills and levels are 
almost identical just with a different title. We will be retiring the term “prep op” for this 
group of team girls and will now be calling them AAU silvers and golds. Summer is 
coming to a close and the last two months of practice have been very beneficial. The girls 
have been focusing on strengthening their core and enhancing their cardio and muscular 
endurance. In August we will focus on strengthening the legs and dance phases along 
with extensive form training. This is an essential month that the girls need to utilize 
practice as much as possible to begin learning routines. A private needs to be scheduled 
in advance for routines. This process will begin in September.  
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Coach’s Corner with Coach Taylor 

Approaching this summer of workouts, my biggest desire 
has been to set the culture and facilitate the mindset of a 
competitive, driven gymnastics facility. Over the past 
couple of weeks, the coaching staff has really pushed the 
mental and physical buttons of the gymnasts with heavy 
conditioning as well as longer turns on the apparatuses.  
With more accountability placed on the athlete, under 
the watchful eye of the coaching staff, we are hopeful 
that the girls will mature and begin to blossom as the pre-
season approaches.  

 Lately I have been telling the girls to take advantage of 
every opportunity that approaches them. I explained to 
them that from the moment they step into this gym, there 
is an opportunity; an opportunity to be an exceptional 
beam worker, a clean swinger on the Bars or even a 
technically sound tumbler. From the second they line up 
on the line before warm-up, the gymnast has two options: 
the gymnast can either take advantage of every drill and 
station to the fullest to better her gymnastics OR, the 
athlete can coast through the regimen with no clear 
interest of the outcome.  As a coach, I can do everything 
in my power to help the girls understand concepts, 
correct errors and strengthen the body. However at the 
end of the day, it is THEIR gymnastics.  

When I asked the girls if they knew what a “window of 
opportunity” meant many of them nodded their heads in 
understanding. It was clear that many had a general idea 
of its definition, yet lacked what it truly encompassed.  I 
explained that with every turn you take, with every 
repetition you complete on strength, you are either 
widening or diminishing your window. With a sound turn 
on the Bars and clean form on Bars conditioning, you are 
therefore opening up the possibilities that can be 
reached on Bars. Likewise, with poor attention to detail 
on form during a turn or cheating on conditioning, that 
window begins to get smaller and smaller. These girls 
must understand that I cannot want this more than they 
do and frankly sometimes, that seems to be the case. In 
order for the gymnast to advance, they must desire to 
work harder than the coach. The coach is only the 
“Segway” to success, the gymnast decides the true path 
in the end.  

Parents….you know what I am going to say…just keep 
doing the hard part at home! =) 

Best,  

Coach Taylor 

Scoring: How It Works: The Tie-Breaker 
This is one of my favorite sections to write on because it really allows me to 
educate the public on the various intricacies and drama that make 
gymnastics one of the most intricate yet captivating sports of the Olympic 
Games. Often times, watching gymnastics can become more like a job than 
a leisure activity – from the complex scoring to the ridiculous rules, it 
honestly makes sense as to why the sport only receives credit every four 
years. Although we the people have no say over the parameters set by the 
governing bodies of gymnastics, we can at least try and make sense of them 
the best we can.  With that being said, I digress…and let us continue to 
learn. 

Let’s travel back to the London Games in 2012 and take a look at a final 
that caused the entire competition to come to a halt. The gymnast? 
America’s Aly Raisman. The event? Balance Beam Event Finals. Raisman 
competed a solid routine that awarded her a score of 14.966. 
Unfortunately, Raisman would end up getting fourth place right behind 
Romania’s Catalina Ponor (3 time Olympic Gold Medalist) with a 15.066. 
Everyone believed that Ponor would at LEAST walkway with a Bronze, 
however the US Olympic Committee would have none of that.  

Before the final standings could be posted, Marta Karolyi and Bela Karolyi, 
the “demi-gods” of USA Women’s Gymnastics, asked for a video review of 
Raisman’s routine.  Coach of Raisman, Mihai Brestyan of Massachusetts, 
filed an inquiry to make sure that Aly received full credit for all portions of 
her routine (costing $200 US Dollars). Apparently, there was some 
discrepancy with the connection of her elements. 

After video review, the head judges raised Raisman’s D score (difficulty 
score) by 0.1 tenth, meaning she was now tied with Ponor. As we all know, a 
tie-break at the Olympic Games can be a painful predicament, and for 
Ponor, she would end up going home with no hardware. Because Raisman’s 
A score (Execution) was higher than Ponor’s, Aly would win the tie-break 
and go home with a Bronze on the Balance Beam.  

It is truly unfortunate sometimes just how heartbreaking a tie-breaker can 
be. However, when you are on the other side of the fence, the rewards can 
be immense. 

 

Team Meeting: August 15th  

5:30pm– Potluck 

6:00pm– Meeting Begins 

6:30pm– Returning Parents Q & A 

7:00pm– New Parents Q & A 
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Questions? Comments? Concerns? We want to hear from you!  

Please send any feedback on your experiences at Jump Start  

to the front desk or the appropriate department lead:  

Special Events/Birthday Parties:  

specialevents@jumpstartgym.com  

Camp/Mighty Mites: camp@jumpstartgym.com  

Gymnastics: gymnastics@jumpstartgym.com  

Tumbling: tumbling@jumpstartgym.com  

Five and under: preschool@jumpstartgym.com  

Team: JSGteam@jumpstartgym.com  

Front Desk: info@jumpstartgym.com  

Jobs: jobs@jumpstartgym.com 

 

Important Dates   

Jump Start Summer Camp 
May 27 - August 29 
 

Jump Start Summer Classes 
June 2 - August 22 
 

Tumbling Clinic 

August 9, 6:30pm-8:30pm 
 
Family Fun Day 
August 17, 2:30pm-5:30pm 
 
JSG Team Lock-In 
September 6 
 
National Gymnastics Day 
September 20 

҉ Don’t forget...to stop by Jump Start and pick up a traveling jumping girl,               

FLIPSTINA, to take with you on all of your family adventures this summer! Take a picture with 

her during your travels, and post your photos or on our Facebook page or email them to       

specialevents@jumpstartgym.com. We can’t wait to see what you have been up to this sum-

mer!  

҉ Don’t forget...about our Sign Up 3 and Half for Free 

offer. That’s right, get three friends (new to Jump Start) to sign 

up for a day of camp and your camper will receive a $25 credit 

toward any Jump Start Gym Camp or class. Campers must be 

signed up by July 31, 2014 and the credit must be used by De-

cember 1, 2014. Referral must be mentioned at time of enroll-

ment. Campers do not have to sign up for the same week to earn 

the credit. ҉ 

Reminding you… 

҉ If you don’t see a class that 
fits your schedule, please let us 
know. Given the right demand 
and space in the gym, we are 
always happy to add more 
classes to our schedule. 

҉ If you notice that a class is 
full when trying to register, 
please add your child to the 
waiting list and leave us a 
note. We will try our best to 
open up space!  


